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Abstract – In school education, the objects marked in the
title do not appear as separated teaching units. The students
usually resort probability calculations to the science of
mathematics, the decision and game theory are less known
among them, and they usually associate with incorrect
analogies [1]. One possibility of developing a united picture of
science is the student experiment and the observation. During
the planned and controlled work, the understanding of learnes
become more complex, which helps to find links easir between
disciplines. Thanks to that young people will be open both the
natural phenomena and the indicated field of science [2].
Keywords – Experiment, Observation, Probability, Decision,
Game Theory, Relations.

I. INTRODUCTION
The description of the motion of suspended a body is
idealized. When we are characterizing the movement, we
need to use assumption and simplification options. The
description is made with the help of physical laws. [3] The
environmental burden that appears in social phenomena, the
fact that individual may harm its natural and social level to
increase own benefits can be easily described with the help
of game theory [4].

II. PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT
Let's examine first the body that moves on the pendulum:
It is assumed that the fixation is stable, the yarn is not
extensible, the movement takes place in a single plane, the
extent of the swing is limited, and most of the cases, we also
ignore the effects of friction and air resistance [5]. After
eliminating the listed factors, we observe how the hanged
body moves or could move. In the kinematic description of
the movement we recognize the physical quantity, which
we consider decisive, the swinging time. We observe, we
carry out experiments, measurements, and then conclude,
then we use mathematics as help so we can describre
exactly the movement of the suspended a body at any point
in time [6].
During the dynamic description of the movement we
explain that, why the pendulum moves just as we see it.
Knowing the weight of the suspended body, and with the
help of the resultant force the kinematic characteristics can
also be determined. The body that moves periodically on
the pendulum gets, every moment into a different position:
passing through the equilibrium position, due to the
maximum speed the kinetic energy can be facilely
determined. In edge situations, the amount of potential
energy is maximum. In intermediate locations, the sum of
the energies that determine its state does not change [7].

Fig. 1. A graph showing harmonic and dampening motion
We can see, that it is a significant part of the phenomena
that occur in nature can also be described by the knowledge
of this periodic change [8]. For instance the vibrations of
the crystal lattice atoms, the elasticity of muscles that move
our body, the thermal conductance of the solid material, or
the condition of the body in the microwave oven. We cannot
detect, the harmoniously functioning processes of the
created world with the senses acquired at birth [9]. We see
and feel the phenomena in society, and we experience, that
human relationships and behaviors how far deviate from the
order, what we are talking about on physics lessons. But we
are all members of this seemingly disorganized society, and
our science-conscious way of thinking can help, us to find
physical laws in social relations as well. If we show that we
can put a bigger mass on a thread than the "critical", or we
can apply "real" yarn, which may have a size change due to
the load [10]. Such movements cannot be described by the
elementary level of mathematics, but computer graphics
can help us. In addition they can be associated with such
movements the interactions and processes in society.

Fig. 2. The movement of the deformed pendulum

III. SOCIAL PROCESSES
The examples which exist in society, can also be based
on real, personal experiences of the students. When we
analyze these, we can depict them as an analogy of the
elongated pendulum so it can be called a social trap. A type
of social traps appeared in 1968, in interpreting Garrett
Hardin [11]. The papers that have been written about this
agree, that the only possible condition for the survival og
humanity to curb the wasting process of the forces of the
nature. The braking is hard to implement: the damage is
distributed among many people, the individual does not
directly perceive them. The cost of planning strategies to
protect nature exceeds the level of expenditure [12]. The
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basic condition for avoiding the trap lies in its recognition.
The recognitions, the first step in a process, its main element
is the flow of information; the feedback about the
possibility of damage; creating and maintaining coalitions
between individuals and social groups; and the proper form
of central regulation [13]. For students in science education,
our task is to help to understand the natural and social
environment, and to form and develop the conscious
mindset. The parallels between the two areas are shown by
the following examples.

IV. PRESENTATION OF THE EXPERIMENTS AND
RESULTS
Science:
The experimental layout used in this example it was a
stand, stretchy yarn, and some hanging weights. The task is
to observe the movement of the swinging pendulum by the
increasing loads. In the experiment, the observation of the
movement is helped with electronic recording, its analysis
can be conducted by electronic simulation.

Fig. 3. Movement of the hanged body by changing the
load
The moving body carried out a specific type of movement
[14]. As a function of the stretched yarn we expected, that
we are confused and we will see irregular movements.
However, the system is very interesting, by unpredictable
manner, but moved within a closed interval defined with a
given location coordinate. Movement was not explained by
the change of parameters, it should also be as a factor,
which we neglected during the analysis, due to its small
size.

Game Theory:
The experiment was carried out with 74 pupils. By
analyzing the basic situation, the students were autonomous
in their decision in each situation. Starting position: You're
on a study trip, and you can get to the designated meeting
point by tram. You also want to buy food of your pocket
money. You get into the passenger compartment of the
tram, where on the ticket machine you can read the
following:

amount of twice the price of the ticket, and it is recorded in
the register of offenses. Do you buy tickets for this trip?
Responses can be evaluated by descriptive statistics, or
the interaction between students and traffic controllers can
be analyzed using game theory. According to the game
theory analysis, the student and the transport company are
the players. The game is nothing but a change of ticket, or
failure to do so. The profits earned during game it means
that students' money remains in your pocket, the loss is the
payment of money. The game is two-player and complete
information, a which a possible solution can be given by
searching the saddle point. Figure 4 together with drawing
the saddle point, shows related to individual situations the
probability of an optimal decision from a strategic point of
view and the gain so obtained. The diagram illustrates the
interaction of the learner, and the propensity to purchase
tickets, and as a result of the purchased ticket displays the
paid of payout function.

Fig. 4. Ticket purchase propensity according to the degree
of punishment (a, b) in addition according to the frequency
of flights checked (c, d)
Based on game theory analysis, the need of buy a ticket,
considering only the conditions above less likely works
[15]. Although the extent of the punishment increases,
increases the willingness to shift tickets, the proportion of
the frequency of the checked fittings, yet it is keeps it low.
In the decisions of the students involved in the experiment
appear even other items, which cannot be interpreted
merely on the basis of game theory [16]. The willingness to
buy a ticket, based on the declaration of the students in your
experiment it cannot be explained with the help of game
theory model. Thus parameters were included in the
decision-making process, which are not the rate of
punishment, rather it can be explained by the related
infringement procedure.

First Version:
The ticket price is 300 HUF. We do not use a control
system. Thanks to the honest customers that contributed to
the cost of the trip. Do you buy a ticket for this trip?

Second Version:
The ticket price is 300 HUF. Every twentieth tram is
checked, and those, who do not have a ticket, will be punish
by the amount equal to the ticket price. Do you a buy ticket
for this trip?

Fig. 5. The outcome of the game

Based on a comparative analysis of the two experiments
we can get closer to the explanation of the behavior. During
Third Version:
the comparison, following the disclosure of common
The ticket price is 300 HUF. Every tenth tram is checked, features, the expected and the observed deviation of the
and those, who do not have a ticket, will be punish by the results, we list the possible causes.
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By analogy,
components:

we

observe

the

following similar

Table 1. Parallels between game theory and experimental
approach
The game theory approach
Purpose: To develop social
sensitivity
Let's start with the example
of parasitic passengers.
Suppose that there is
absolutely no or minimal
punishment, and there are
few passengers who want to
travel without payment:
The maintainer of the
transport does not spend
much money on the controll,
and punishment : Damages
cannot be measured. The
fuel and ticket prices are
determined int he company's
money.
If the number of parasites
increases, which could be
described with either a
continuous function ...

The science approach
Purpose: To develop naturalminded thinking
Let's examine a periodic
movement. Let us have a
pendulum, where the yarn is
not, or minimally extensible,
and the weight of the
plumment is small:
The tension of the pendulum;
Its elastic energy cannot be
measured, During the
transformation of the
potential, and the kinetic
energy transformation is
decisive.

If the weight of the body
hanged on the pendulum
grows, which could be
described with either a
continuous function ...
a) Emergency, or
a) Emergency, or
b) A complete disorder
b) A complete disorder
occurs:
occurs:
In order to maintain heavier In order to maintain the
transport punishment shall
movement
be imposed,so you have to
Stiffer yarn should be used,
invest in the audit more
Bbut so in the energy
money, so in cash flow the
transformation process the
amount spent on the check, elastic energy change is
penalty-recovery,and it will displayed ,and it will be
be comparable magnitude as comparable magnitude as the
the previous two:
previous two:
If the number of parasites is The pendulum is stretched,
constantly increasing, the
sustained deformation, then
traffic will be unmanageable the motion is unverifiable and
at some point, then becomes becomes uncertain.
unsustainable.

In the experiment, the parameters did not include the
impact of the air, the slip friction parameter of the
suspension, and the dynamic effect of deformation
considering the indefinable time and form. While the first
factors are responsible for slowing motion- or changing the
direction of motion, the dynamic effect causes
unpredictability of the system. If any of these factors has a
greater impact that the limit, the system breaks, falls or
stops [17]. But due to the simultaneous effects in a given
parameter range the fine balance of motion is granted.

In social interaction the human behavior can be
transformed by some parameters, like the human weakness:
thanks to the interaction of the entire medium, it looks more
stable than excepted.

V. CONCLUSION
Physical experiment and interaction with pupil jointly
pointed out that, that the lack of preservation of the
available natural resources-too much weight, too many
parasites-upsets the balance and order of a system. If we
extend the analogy to natural resources, we can understand
that human activity, which is equivalent to the parasitic
behavior for natural treasures may cause inpredictable
consequences. As we have seen from the experiment, in a
simple, and basically transparent, model, it happened that
the outcome was different from the deterministically
predicted result [18]. Nature, in comparison with man-made
and prepared systems respond to errors better, because it is
ensured by a network that is closely connected. Thanks to
the interconnections of the existing network the survival
chances of our environment are rising. Neverthless, because
of the network’s topology it should be awared, that despite
the minor errors- too much weight, too many parasites-can
not cause significant harm to nature, it is unprotected
against coordinated, large-scale attacks- the example of
forest fires. However on the basis of social interaction, it
gives rise to optimism, that human behavior in relation to
society or nature - shows signs which helps their dinamic
survival.

VI. SUMMARY
The science experiment, social interaction-related
gaming and responsibility for natural treasures, contains
many common features. Although education does not
provide a specific time frame, it may be advantageous for
our future, if we take advantage of opportunity of the
quality development of young people’s natural and social
responsibility. In addition, we can point to young science
areas, such as decision theory, game theory, chaos theory or
network science. There are very good opportunities for all
of these in physics education.
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